HEART ZAP

OBJECT OF THE GAME:
Earn the most points and avoid getting zapped!

WHAT YOU’LL NEED:
- Construction paper
- Markers
- Masking Tape
- Scissors
- Tennis Balls

INSTRUCTIONS:

Setup: Cut out 20 hearts of various sizes. Using a marker, write ZAP on 5 of them. Then, write larger point values on smaller hearts and small point values on larger hearts. Using masking tape, strategically arrange your hearts onto a large wall. Finally, use a piece of masking tape to mark where you’d like your players to stand.

Playing the Game: Players will take turns bouncing the ball on the floor, toward the hearts on the wall to earn points. If the ball hits a heart with a point value written on it, they earn that number of points; but if the ball hits a ZAP heart, all points are lost! The player with the most points at the end of the game, wins!

Source: https://pintsizestriumph.com/heart-zap-game/